Abstract. It is shown that there exists a simple C*-algebra A such that the map k (Un(A)) ! k (U n+1 (A)) between homotopy groups which is induced by the usual embedding Un(A) U n+1 (A), where Un(A) is the group of unitary n n-matrices over A, is not surjective for any k 2 N 0 when n = sr(A) ? 1 and bijective for all k 2 N 0 when n sr(A). Two consequences are that K * (A) does not have the strict ordering from K 0 (A) and that unitarily equivalent projections need not be homotopic.
Introduction
In 3], a C*-algebra A is said to have stable strict comparability if, for all projections in A (or in a matrix algebra over A), (p) < (q) for all tracial states on A implies that p is equivalent to a subprojection of q. In 14] it is shown that there exists a simple C*-algebra A in which x 2 K 0 (A) may be non-positive even when 2x is positive. In particular, these algebras do not have stable strict comparability. Thanks to 7], this property (perforation) of a partially ordered group is in fact equivalent to saying that the ordering of the group is not determined by its states. This means that a C*-algebra A has stable strict comparability if and only if K 0 (A) is weakly unperforated, provided that A has cancelation of projections.
The direct sum K * (A) = K 0 (A) K 1 (A) also has an order structure. If the ordering of K 0 is thought of as comparing projections (stably) then the ordering of K * is comparing the projections with the unitary elements also. It follows from 12] that if A has stable rank one then K * (A) has the strict ordering from K 0 in the sense that an element of K * (A) is positive (and nonzero) if and only if the component in
The algebras constructed here give also an answer to the question whether unitarily equivalent projections in a simple C*-algebra necessarily are homotopic.
Suppose that A is a unital C*-algebra. We then consider the maps between the homotopy groups k (U n (A)) of the group of unitary n n-matrices over A which are induced by the usual embedding U n (A) U n+1 (A). For any xed k these maps form a direct system whose limit is isomorphic to K 0 (A) if k is odd and K 1 (A) if k is even. Theorem 2.10 of 12] says that the map 0 (U n (A)) ! 0 (U n+1 (A)) is bijective for every n sr(A) | the stable rank of A. The proof that, for a certain C*-algebra A, K * (A) does not have the strict ordering from K 0 (A) also gives a proof that the above map is not surjective for n = sr(A) ? 1. In fact the methods work not only for every value of the stable rank but also for every k. More precisely, for every n, a simple C*-algebra A is constructed for which the map k (U m (A)) ! k (U m+1 (A)) is bijective if m > n but not surjective for m = n, independently of k (and sr(A) = n + 1). It follows from the K unneth formula in 13] that is an isomorphism. It can also be seen more directly.
Preliminaries
For u 2 U j (A) and p 2 P n (A) we let u -p if there exists v 2 U n (A) such that pv = vp = v ? p ? and v] = u] in K 1 (A). This relation was introduced in 5]. Lemma 1. Suppose A is a unital C*-algebra, u 2 U(A) and p 2 P(A). If u -p then ( p]; u]) 2 K * (A) + .
Proof. We may assume that up = pu = u ? p ? . Let # : C(T 2 ) ! C(S 1 ) A be the -homomorphism given by #(z 1 ) = z 1 and #(z 2 ) = 1 u. Then # = # 1 # 2 , where # 1 : C(T 2 ) ! C(S 1 ) A p is given by # 1 (z 1 ) = z p, # 1 (z 2 ) = 1 up and # 2 : C(T 2 ) ! C(S 1 ) A p ? is given by # 2 (z 1 ) = 1 p ? = # 2 (z 2 ). Since Recall that if N is an ordered set and M a set, then the strict ordering on N M in the rst coordinate is: (x; y) (v; w) if they are equal or if x < v. We now have the following well-known Proposition 2. Suppose A is a simple, unital C*-algebra of stable rank one. Then K * (A) has the strict ordering from K 0 (A).
Proof. The homomorphism K * (A) ! K 0 (A); (x; y) 7 ! x is positive | it is induced by the -homomorphism C(S 1 ) A ! A which is evaluation at some point of S 1 .
So (x; y) is positive only if x is.
Next, we show that (0; y) is positive only if y is zero. Let f : S 1 ! S 1 have winding number ?1. Then f id is an automorphism of C(S 1 ) A and (f id) (x; y) = (x; ?y). Therefore, if (0; y) 0 then also ?(0; y) 0. Since A is assumed to be simple and of stable rank one it is stably nite. So C(S 1 ) A is stably nite and (0; y) 0 only if y = 0. When f is a map X ! Y such that f(x 0 ) = y 0 we write f : (X; x 0 ) ! (Y; y 0 ). If f is a map X ! U(A) and p 2 P(A) then we write f -p if this holds for f and p in C(X; A) where we view p as a constant map.
The canonical homomorphism from k (U j (A)) to the limit lim ?! ( k (U n (A)); k n ) is denoted by k 1j and the composition k m?1 k m?2 : : : k j is denoted by k mj .
Lemma 3. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and j; n; k 2 N.
( Proof. We only prove (b) because the proof of (a) is almost the same. Suppose that k 1j ( f]) = k 1n ( g]) for some map g : S k ! U n (A) with g( ) = 1 n . Then k mj ( f]) = k mn ( g]) for some m j; n. In particular, f and g are homotopic when embedded into U m (C(S k ; A)) and therefore f -1 n .
To prove the opposite implication let us suppose that f -1 n . Then there exists h 2 C(S k ; U n (A)) such that diag(f; 1) h diag(h; 1) in U m (C(S k ; A)) for some m n; j. By normalizing this path at the base point 2 S k we nd that g = h( ) h satis es k mn ( g]) = k mj ( f]).
For k even, let x k be a nonzero in nitesimal element of K 0 (C(S k )). For k odd, let y k be a nonzero element of K 1 (C(S k )).
Proposition 4. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and suppose that k 1n is surjective for some n 2 N and k 2 N 0 .
( Proposition 6. Suppose A is unital and that k; n 2 N such that sr(C(S k ) A) n. Then k n : k (U n (A)) ! k (U n+1 (A)) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let U 0 n (A) denote the connected component of the identity in U n (A). Then
So we have an inclusion k (U n (A)) , ! 0 (U n (C(S k ) A)). The diagram 
is commutative. And since the vertical map to the right is injective, by Proposition 6, the result follows.
Rank one -homomorphisms
We describe a certain class of homomorphisms between stable, trivially homogeneous C*-algebras. In the following X; Y; Z denote compact, metric spaces.
Suppose that : C(X) K ! C(Y ) K is a -homomorphism. Here K denotes the algebra of compact operators on a separable, in nite dimensional Hilbert space.
Choose a projection e 2 K of rank one. We say that has rank one if (1 e) has rank one everywhere on Y . Suppose this is the case. Then the preimage ?1 (M) of a maximal ideal M is again maximal and in this way we obtain a map f : Y ! X.
The projection (1 e) has rank one and therefore it corresponds to some complex line bundle over Y . Let ] denote the isomorphism class of . We then say that comes from the pair (f; ]). Proof. Let ; be as in the proof of Proposition 9. By Proposition 8, . In particular, (p) (p) for every projection p. It is therefore enough to prove (a) with in place of . Note that (p) = f (p) q whose image under is a projection which corresponds to the tensor product of the corresponding bundles f ( ) and . This proves (a).
(
Let p 2 K be a projection. Then p K p = M n (C ) for some n and we let denote the corresponding embedding C(X) M n (C) , ! C(X) K. Since we also have . So there exists x 2 C(Y ) K such that x( (a))x = ( (a)) for all a and x x is a unit for the image of . We compose by because now x clearly commutes with h f 1.
( Proof. Clearly, the action on the space of maximal ideals is the composition f g. The projection (1 e) corresponds to and, by Proposition 10, ( (1 e)) corresponds to g ( ) .
Note that whenever ; : A ! B K are -homomorphisms there existhomomorphisms~ ;~ with orthogonal ranges such that~ ;~ .
A -homomorphism C(X) K ! C(Y ) K will be called diagonal if it is the direct sum of rank one -homomorphisms. If = 1 n and j comes from (f j ; j ]) then we shall say that comes from (f j ; j ]) n j=1 .
Suppose f 1 ; : : :; f n : Y ! X are maps and 1 ; : : :; n are complex line bundles over Y . Then, by Proposition 9 and the above remark, there exists a diagonal -homomorphism : C(X) K ! C(Y ) K which comes from (f j ; j ]) n j=1 . It follows from Proposition 8, that is unique up to equivalence. By Proposition 10, ( ) = n j=1 f j ( ) j for every complex vector bundle over X.
The C*-algebra A(Y; n)
Let Y be a compact metric space and n 2 N. Let (k) = kk! for k 2 N. Put X 0 = Y and X i = Y C P n (1) C P n (2) C P n (i) ; i = 1; 2; 3; : :: where C P k is complex projective k-space. Then X i+1 = X i C P n (i+1) and we let It follows from Proposition 8 that if, for i = 1; 2; 3; : : :,~ 0 i is another choice of diagonal -homomorphism (coming from the same collection of pairs as~ i ) then the resulting direct limit C*-algebra is isomorphic to A(Y; n).
Let i denote a complex vector bundle over X i which corresponds to p i . It follows from Proposition 10 that i = 1 (1) n (1) (i) n (i) where we use the fact that if `i s a bundle over some space X`(`= 1; 2) then the Cartesian product 1 2 is isomorphic to the direct sum 1 ( 1 ) 2 ( 2 ) where `i s the coordinate projection X 1 X 2 ! X`. It follows from 9.6 of 9] that e( i 1 ) n = e( n (1) ) n (1) e( n (i) ) n (i) : Using the fact that e( k ) k in H 2k (C P k ) is nonzero it follows from the K unneth formula that e( i 1 ) n is nonzero.
A proof that A(Y; n) is simple can be found in 15].
Main results
Let A denote the simple C*-algebra A(S 1 C P n ; n) for some n 2 N, and consider the maps k m : k (U m (A)) ! k (U m+1 (A)).
Theorem 12. Then (1) k n is not surjective for any k 2 N 0 and (2) k m is bijective for all m n + 1 and all k 2 N 0 .
The following result is a corollary, but it is actually proved explicitly as part of the proof of Theorem 12 in the case where k = 0.
Corollary 13. There exists a unitary u 2 U n+1 (A(S 1 C P n ; n)) such that (n 1]; u]) is non-positive in K * (A(S 1 C P n ; n)).
We start by proving (2) | in fact, (2) provided that i m. For suppose that is one of the summands in some h which comes from a constant map. Then the (h + 1)-fold direct sum of (p h ) is equivalent to a sub-projection of p h+1 . It follows from Lemma 5 that there exists z`2 k (U m (A j )) such that
Next, we show that 
is commutative. And since the vertical map to the right is injective, we see that We remark that, using this lemma together with Theorem 2.10 of 11] one can show that K * (C(S 2`+1 )) is order-isomorphic to Z is not surjective. To this end, we apply Proposition 4 and therefore the proof is divided into the three cases k = 0, k odd and k 2 even.
The following notational convention is appropriate: Suppose that is a vector bundle over some space X, and Y is another space with some map f : Y ! X which is obvious from the context. Then we shall write also for the pull-back f ( ). We abuse notation in this way if Y = X Z and f(x; z) = x. Similarly, if u is a map X ! U m (B) for some m and some unital C*-algebra B we write u also for the composition u f.
Note that A 0 = C(S 1 C P n ). Let q 0 2 M n+1 (C(CP n )) denote the projection which corresponds to the line bundle n . As described above, we view q 0 as a Recall that i0 is given by composition with the coordinate projection i0 : (S 1 C P n ) M i ! S 1 C P n ;
where M i denotes the manifold C P n (1) C P n (i) . We consider the case k = 0.
Suppose that (n p i ]; i0 (u 0 )]) is positive for some i. Then there exists a vector bundle of ber dimension nd, where d denotes the ber dimension of i , such that n i n =s n : The base space is S 1 S 1 C P n M i . i varies over M i , varies over S 1 S 1 and n varies over C P n . We apply the Chern characters to this equation and get, by repeated use of the product formula, the following formula for the Chern classes of . Since c nd+1 ( ) = 0 it follows from the K unneth formula that with j = nd + 1 each term in the above sequence is zero. The term with i = n is (?1) n e( ) e( 1 ) n e( ) n ; because c nd?n (n ) = c n(d?1) (n( 1 )) = e(n( 1 )) = e( 1 ) n : Again, by the K unneth formula this is nonzero because all three factors are | a contradiction. Since i was arbitrary, we conclude that (n 1]; t) (in the case k = 0) is non-positive and therefore, as noted above, it follows from Proposition 4 and part (2) that k n is not surjective.
Next, we consider the case k = 2`for some` 1.
Here, #`denotes the bundle over S 2`w hich we (did not) consider in Lemma 15. Suppose that (n p i ]; (x k i0 (u 0 )])) is positive. Then there exists a vector bundle of ber-dimension nd, where d denotes the ber dimension of i , such that n i #` n ` n =s #` n ` n : (1) The base space is S 1 S 2` S 1 C P n M i . i varies over M i , #`varies over S 2`, varies over S 1 S 1 and n varies over C P n . Let (hì) 1 0 Zbe the sequence which satis es (2) for all j 1, where we omit the various sub-and super-scripts from the bundles and where the sum is zero if j <`? 1. Note that since e( ) 2 = 0 and e(#) 2 = 0 it follows from (2) that (c j ( ) ? c j (n )) e( ) = 0; (c j ( ) ? c j (n )) e(#) = 0:
Since the ber dimension of is nd we have c nd+`+1 ( ) = 0. With j = nd+`+1, the left side of (2) is therefore zero, and by the K unneth formula each term is zero. The term with i = n is hǹ e( ) e(#) e( 1 ) n e( ) n :
This is a contradiction, because hǹ 6 = 0, and therefore the element is not positive.
One can actually show that hì = (?1) i+1`?i+ì . The computations which lead to (2) We apply c j to (1) but leave out certain terms which are seen (immediately) to appear on both sides. More precisely we leave out the terms which do not contain a class of any of the bundles n , or #. Since (e( ) + e( )) j = j e( ) e( ) j?1 + e( ) j we see that a number of terms cancel out because of (3). Of course, we only apply (3) for lower indices. We apply (2) and (3) for c r ( ); r < j. We now turn to the odd case k = 2`+ 1. hì c j?i?`?1 (n ) e( ) i = c j ( ); (9) with the convention that the sum is zero if j `+ 2 and the convention that c 0 (n ) = 1.
Since c nd+`+1 ( ) = 0 it follows from the K unneth formula that with j = nd+`+1 each term of (9) is zero. The term with i = n is hǹ e(!) e( 1 ) n e( ) n :
This is a contradiction because hǹ 6 = 0, and therefore the element is not positive.
One can actually show that hì = (?1) i ? i+ì . The computation which leads to (9) First one nds that c j (n ) = c j ( ) for 1 j `+ 1. Simply apply c j to (8) , use the product formula and notice how most of the terms cancel out. Next we apply c`+ 2 to (8) and get c`+ 2 (n ) = (`+ 1) e( ) e(!) + c`+ 2 ( ); which gives (9) since h1 = ?(`+ 1).
Let j `+ 3. We apply c j to (8) in order to prove (9) . Corollary 16. The stable rank of A is n + 1.
Proof. Since 0 n is not onto, it follows from Theorem 2.10 of 11] that the stable rank of A is at least n + 1.
For B an m-homogeneous C*-algebra we have from 10] the formula sr(B) = bdim(B)=2c m + 1; whereB denotes the spectrum of B, dte the least integer greater than or equal to t and btc the largest integer less than or equal to t.
So to compute the stable rank of A i we need to know the dimension of the spectrum X i and the rank of the unit p i . From the equation Proposition 20. Suppose that B is a unital C*-algebra which has cancelation. Then the set fy 2 K 1 (B) : (x; y) 0g is a subgroup of K 1 (B) for every x 2 K 0 (B) + .
In the following proof cancelation is used at one point. In other places where there is an obvious way around it we choose that way. We may also assume that q 11 = q 21 by choosing the unitaries which represent y 1 ; y 2 in the same matrix algebra over B. Let us denote this constant projection by q 2 B and let us write q i for q i2 . Note that q i (z 0 )] = q] in K 0 (B) for z 0 2 S 1 xed. By adding some projection to q; q 1 ; q 2 we may assume that q i (z 0 ) q.
Since p] + q] ? q i ] 0 we may assume, again by adding some projection to q; q 1 ; q 2 , that q i -p q. Letq i be a subprojection of p q such thatq i q i .
Replace B by (p q)B(p q). Since B is assumed to have cancelation there exists a unitary u 2 B such that uq i (z 0 )u = q. By adding some projection to q;q i ; q i we may assume that u is homotopic to 1. This means that q i (z 0 ) is homotopic to q. We may therefore assume that q i (z 0 ) = q. Replacing q i by the composition of q i with some orientation preserving homeomorphism of S 1 we may assume that, for every z 2 S 1 , q 1 (z) = q or q 2 (z) = q. It is not known at present if the algebras A(Y; n) have cancelation. So the above proposition is perhaps of limited interest. It would, however, be interesting to know if it is necessary to assume cancelation, i.e. if the non-stable K-theory of B may be re ected in the ordering of K * (B). Note that if A has a unit then we may assume that x 2 B and that x x = (1) | simply replace x by x (1). Proof. Suppose that
. By assumption A is unital and there exists w 2 B such that w ( (a))w = ( (a)) for all a 2 A and w w = (1 e).
Let e 1 ; e 2 ; e 3 ; : : : be a collection of mutually orthogonal projections in K of rank one such that P n e n converges strongly towards 1. We may assume that e 1 = e. Let x n 2 K such that x n x n = e n and x n x n = e 1 . Put v n = (1 x n ) w (1 x n ) 2 B.
Then v n v n = (1 e n ) and v n v n = (1 e n ). In particular, v n is a sequence of partial isometries in B whose initial projections are all mutually orthogonal and whose nal projections are all mutually orthogonal. Therefore, the series P n v n converges strongly in B 00 towards some partial isometry v which satis es vv n v n = v n = v n v n v. 
